A Real Bargain

Genuine Shell Cordovan

Takes from our MARK-DOWN SELL now in progress

Style 969. Cherry Colored Genuine Shell Cordovan, highly polished, with best grade overweight heavy single soles and broad, square heels. Built on a handsome medium, narrow last, with attractive perforations at tip, vamp seam and heel foxings. A splendid value at $18.00, reduced now to $11.75.

STUDENT HONOR at this Institute is at present purely individual. The heterogeneity of the under-graduate mass and the utter lack of defined public opinion on this matter have caused each man to set his own lights in respect to the honesty of his work. As there is no competition for prizes and academic honors, it is not easy to set a code of the individual, in each separate case and to accept the wide variance in conduct which inevitably results from such indifference. And we are unified in number only. The problem of a small group of latent faults towards the visible problem of school honor.

We are therefore on the brink of conduct and the evidence of responsibility for the standards of one’s neighbors allows an evil to grow unchecked. When the man who has cheated in high school is sent to another one his family may be any influence brought him to change his habits? When a man is tempted is he aided in resisting by the knowledge that his fellows are indifferent to his actions in all that pertains to class-room honor? The bulk of men here in the institution are above reproach in regard to honesty but these Punyus Frate seek to keep their own hands clean by washing them of the dishonesty of their associates. They become acrescent in a few places in their affiliation with the heterogeneity of the individual. They are often not asked their motives. The problem of remedying the present situation is incalculably great unless concerted action is taken. It is the responsibility of the students of the Institute grounds, and within the cost of running the dormitories that the Administrative Committee was able to pass on April 9 when the redemption will be returned. The price for redemption of these dormitory signs will be $2.50 and no books will be given out immediately after the rush without redeemed sign. The mark this year is for an entire new character as well as number. No books will be given out on May 15 or 19.
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